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GOlJd old blJYS

Controversial UM rules
criticized at n~eeting
BY JOSH

RENAUD

staff assistant

Students gave an overwhelming number of speeches in favor
of protectin'g sexual orientation under the University of Missouri
System nonruscrimination policy at an open hearing in Columbia
on Nov. 13, said Mike Rankins, vice:presiclent of the UM-St.
Louis Student Government Association . .
According to Maurice Manring, spokesman for the UM system, the meeting was held in response to events that occurred on
OCt. 16.
"At the last meeting of the full Board of Curators," Manring
said, "the Curators had a breakfast meeting with student government representatives from all four campuses. One of the things
on [the students'] agenda was asking the Curators to consider adding
sexual orientation to the discrimination language. There was also a student protest at the Board meeting
on the same topic. President
[Theodore] Beckett appointed the
executive committee of the Board
to study the issue. The first thing
they promised to do was to have
some kind of meeting where people
could make arguments for and
against including [sc""illaJ. orienta"'-_ _ _ _...::::::c.~_ ____.J tion]."

Rankins

One of the students who spoke in
favor of inclusion was Rankins, who

represented UM-Sr. Louis.
"I gave a presentation in which I mentioned the resolution
that was passed by SGA earlier this year," he said. "For the third
year in a row, SGA unani mously passed a resOhlt.iOD petitioni.rig
the Board of Curators to include' sexual orientation in their
nonruscrimination policy. I mentioned that many students feit
that was an important factor."
Of the 40 people who spoke, only three spoke ~gainst inclusion, Manring said.
''There were really some remarkable speeches given," Rankins
said. "Student leaders from all four campuses were supportive of
the inclusion."
Manring said that Executive Order Three was a .topic that
carne up. President Mel George gave Executive O rder Three in
1997 to address the issue of discrimination. The order declared
that the University of Missouri was commined to providing a
positive working and learning environment, where all individuals
would be treated fairly and with respect, regardless of their status.
It directed chancellors to provide programs that would help students develop healthy attitudes toward different kinds of people,
and stated that employees would be treated on the basis of their
contributions, not their personal characteristics.
"There was somewhat of an issue as to whether Executive
Order Three was sufficient, and many of the speakers argued that
it was not," Manring said.
An impressive auruence turned out to hear the different opinions. Curators Hugh Stephenson, Theodore Beckett, Mary
Gillespie, and Paul T. Combs attended the hearing, as well as
Sarah Welch, student representative to the Board, and UM system President Manuel Pacheco. Curator Malaika B. Home listened to the speakers via phone conference.
"I really didn't know [how many people] to expect, because
it's not a typical issue like budgeting," Manring said. 'We had
gotten the biggest auditorium we could get our hands on, JUSt to
be sure. You could say there was a pretty healthy attendance."
Because the hearing was only informational, no linmeruate
action came out of it. Manring said the executive committe~

see Discrim inati on, page 6

Tim Kleffner of Beta Alpha Psi sells newspapers, Nov. 19, in front of the University's main entrance
for Old Newsboys Day. The event, sponsored by the Suburban Journals, helps raise money for area
children's charities.

State rep'i'esentative remembered
at Institute dedication ceremony
BY SHON T A DODSON

o f the Curr e nt staff

The Sue hear l nstitute for Women in Public Life was
rededicated in a cerem ony held Nov. 19 which was attended by Governor Mel Carnahan and members of the Shear
family.
•
Shear, 80, a member of the M issouri House of
Representatives, rued from cancer Nov. 15 at her home in
Clayton. The Institute, already in existen ce wa.5 renamed '
in Shear's bonor.
Dedicating the Sue Shear Institute for Women in
Public Life was bittersweet for several of the guests present. It was bitter because she was loved and will be missed
by many. It was sweet, because she touched so many lives,
and her ideals for equal treatment of women in politics and

every aspect of ~fe will live on.
Born before women were given the right to vote, Sue
Shear had her OVvTI ideas about a .woman's place in the
House - the House of Representatives that is.
When she was frrst approached by the Women's
Political Caucus as a candidate for the Missouri House of
Representatives, she barely hesistated. Even though she
and others doubted that she would win a seat, she succeeded. Shear never liked the fimitations set on women by
society, and she passed those same ideas on to her daughters.
"As her first daughter, I was her hope and vessel for her
dreams," said Kerry Shear.
•

see Ded icati on, page 6

Sexual assault reported on South Campu~
BY A SHLEY C OOK
-- -- - --.--- --.

se ni or editor

The UM-St. Louis police department receiv;!d a report
N ov. 18 of an assault that took place in the parking lot near
the South Metrolink station, according to a memo released
tbe following day by the Office of Stude'nt Affairs.
Bob Samples, director of University Communications,
said Nov. 20 that the report was made Nov. 18 at 9:30 p.m.,
by a female student., and that the suspect is described as a
"white male, 20-25 years old, si..-;: feet tall, and 170 pounds."
Samples also said that the suspect was "wearing a longsleeve shirt and blue jeans." Samples refused to comment
on the nature of the assault.
Samples said that police were looking for any informationfrom the campus communitY that might assist in the
.
..
mvestlgatlon.
"Essentially, the police are seeking assistance, because

that is a very active time between nine and ten because of
classes that are ending at that time," Samples said. "They
are seeking information about anybody who might fit that
description, or anything that might be related."
Karl Beeler, associate vice-chancellor for Student
Affairs, confirmed Nov. 20 tha.t the assault was reported by
the alleged victim as a sexual assault, but that the investigation was COntinuing inw whether or not a seXual assault
had happened.
"During the moments following an assault it is not '
always clear to the victim exactly what occurred, and so .
some of the ongoing efforts to establish what actually
occurred naturally involve working with the victim," Beeler
said.
According to the Missouri Criminal Code, s'exual
assault is a class C felony defined as when "a person com-

see Assault, page 6

Hunger Awareness Week arrives
BY SUE

BRITT

. - - - : - - -- -

staff associate

Hunger Awareness Week, Nov. 16-20, did not draw the
numbers it rud last year for the Hunger Banquet, Nov. 19,
but there was still an opportunity to contribute. Donations
were accepted throughout last week at the Underground.
Although there seemed to be little hope for much participation at the Hunger Banquet at its start, little by little
participants arrived. As everyone gathered on the floor,
Teka Childress from Karen House gave a brief talk.
" [Karen House] is named aft er our first guest."
Childress said. 'We offer hospitality and shelter to women
and children who are homeless for any reason."
Childress said that there were many p eople in our own
city that are hungry each day. She said that a large percentage of St. Louis' population is on food stamps. She said that
this means many people receiving food stamps are
employed.
''I'm struck by this because what this.means is they are

not making enough to live on even though they are working full or part time," Childress said, "At Karen House we
share food with our neighbors who come to the d'oor. We
give away at least 100 sandwiches a day and often people
beg for more food. Sometimes this might be the main meal
for some. of the people that come to{)ur house."
Childress said that it may sometimes feel overwhelming
to people as they watch the news and see ali the tragedy
around th e world and that many people may feel they cannot help.
"It makes a radical difference what we do everyday. The
small things, the large ~hings. In terms of hunger, for
instance, raising food or collecting food, working at Karen
House offering food to the people who come to the door,"
Childress said. "It's a huge difference whether or not' they
will eat for one day and you can make a difference toward
[hat."
.

Stephanie

PI~/

The Current

see Hun 9 er, page 6 Social Work senior Janice Black serves soup to Robert
Brown for Hunger Awareness Week.
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Monday, Nov. 30
• Monday Noon Series: A Preview of a
Renaissance Madrigal Feast. The UM-St.
Louis Madrigal ensemble, with director
John Hylton, professor of music, UM-St.
Louis , performs seasonal Renaissance
music in 229 J.C. Penney. Contact:
Karen Lucas, 5699.
• "The Great Irish Famine, 1845-51: The
cultural Requiem of the Traditional Music
Maker." This lecture will be given by
Gearoid 0 hAllmhurain , lecturer from the
University of San Francisco. The lecture
will be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in 126
J.C . Penney. This event is free. Contact:
5753 .
Tuesday, Dec_ 1
• Ute In the Spirit Seminar from 7 :30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the Newman House

p.m. to '8:00 p.m. at the U-Meadows
Clubhouse and from 8 :15 p.m. to 10 p.m.
at the Honors College Convocation Hall.
Contact: Diane Mitchell , 5672.

at 8200 Natural Bridge Road. Contact:
Betty or Dennis, 385-3455.
• Poetry reading by Steve Schreiner
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. in 493
Lucas Hall . Contact: 5753 .

Sunday, Dec. 6
• The Madrigal Feast will be at 6:30
p.m. in the J.C. Penney Building.
Reservations are required for the dining
and music. Contact: The Music
Department, 5980.

Thursday, Dec. 3
• Poetry reading by Advanced Poetry
Class Members from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45
p.m . in 493 Lucas Hall. Contact: 5753.

• Talze Prayer-A quiet, meditative time
for scripture , song and pr.ayer. Contact:
Roger Jespersen, 385-3000.
• Donut Day. The semester is almost
over! Come relax in the Women 's Center
and enjoy complimentary donuts and coffee.

Friday, Dec. 4
• The Madrigal Feast will be at 6:30 p.m .
in the J.C. Penney Building. Reservations
are required for the dining and music.
Contact: The Music Department, 5980 .

Wednesday, Dec. 2
• What Is It Like Living With AIDS? D.J.
Thompson, who has been living' with AIDS
for 15 years, will talk about his experiences. This event will be held from 6:30

Saturday, Dec. 5
• The Madrigal Feast will be at 6:30 p.m.
in the J_C. Penney Building. Reservations
are required for the dining and music.
Contact: The Music Department, 5980.

stephaIH Platt • Photography Dir.

A&EEditor
Em 9iaid!llll'lD • Prod. Manager

Daw Knworthy '. Sports Associate
Mary Undsley • Ad. Associate .
Sue Britt • News Associate

Monday, Dec. 7
• Basic Fitness and Weight Loss Class .
Learn the fundamentals of how to get fit
and stay fit. The class meets from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. Contact: Rec Sports,
5326 .

Todd Appel • Prod. Associate
Anne Porter • Features Associate

Craig Holway • Business Associate i
Jeremy Pratte • Web Editor
Josh Ronaud • News Assistant

• IWGS Holiday Lunch and Governing
Board Meeting. Contact: 5581 or 6383 .

Staff: Cory Blackwood, Shonta
Tuesday, Dec. 8
• Talze Prayer-A quiet, meditative time
for scripture, song and prayer. Contact:
Roger Jespersen , 385-3000.

Dodson , Joe Harris, Catherine
Marquis-Homeyer
7940 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63121
Newsroom. (314) 516-5174
Advertising. (314) 516-5316
Business' (314) 516-5175
Fax • (314) 516-6811
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Campus CrimeLine
»~-..~~~,~-:- «-=-- . o!>.""'»:>. ~ .l «»>~~~«>1>' ~_

October 18

The Campus CrimeUne is a free service provided by the UMSt Louis Police Department to promote safety through auxzreness.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _~~ _ _ _ _ _" - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _. - ,_ _ _ __

by an unknown person to cash two of
the checks failed.

ment.

A student reported that $50.00 in
cash and a credit card were stolen
from her wallet between 6:10 p.m.
and 6:50 p.m. The wallet had been
left on a table at the University
Center.

November 2
A student residing at the U-Meadows
reported that on 10-25-98 she
observed that abedroom window
screen at her apartment had been
torn. The window was not broken.
The damaged screen was reported to
U-Meadows Management for replace-

November 6
A student residing at the U-Meadows
reported that between 8-24-98 and
10-28-98 a blank book of checks was
stolen from his apartment which was
shared by three others. An attempt

_ _ __

email:
current@jinx.umsLedu

November 10

A student reported th9t between 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. her' tape recorder
was stolen from the third-floor
Resource Center at the TJ Library.

A contractor working on the campus
reported that between 11:15 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m. three items were
stolen from the bed of a pickup
truck parked at the Lucas Hall Dock
area. A hammer, hammer drill and
extension cord were taken.

A student reported that between
7:30 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. unknown
persons sc ratc hed the right front
fender of his car by using a sharp
object. The car was parked on the
second level of parking garage "C"
when the damage occurred,

A security officer working at the
Mercantile Library reported that
sometime between 1:30 p.m. and
2:00 p.m. her personal jacket was
stolenJrom a chair at the security
desk. I--

November 4
A faculty member reported that
between 1:30 p .m. and 4:00 p.m. her
wallet was stolen from her purse. The
purse had been left unattended in her
office at 445 Lucas Hall and the
office door was left open.

_

November 9

November 12

website:
http:// wuno.umsLedu/
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NEED SOME EXTRA
HOLIDAY CASH?
•

DRIVER HELPERS

11.18/HR
o
o
o
o

WORK NOW - DECEMBER 24TH
ON CALL MON - FRI; 3 TO 10 HRS/DAY
DELIVER PACKAGES W/UPS DRIVERS
LIFT AND CARRY PACKAGES UP TO 70 LBS.
'0 FAST PACED; OUTDOORS IN ALL WEATHER
o NO GUARANTEE OF HOURS

OR SOME HELP
PAYING FOR NEXT
SEMESTER?

Thinking About Making aMove'?

PACKAGE HANDLERS

You Deserve the Best £r.We Have .It For You!

8.50/HR
o

o
o

o

..

~

The Villages

of

PERMANENT POSITION
LOAD/UNLOAD PACKAGES UP TO 70 LBS
WORK MON - FRI; 3.5 - 5 HRS/DAY

Wyncrest

The Place To Live
Just think of the options, . . and at The
Villages of Wyncrest you can decide what

FULL BENEFITS

'0 P'AID HOLIDAYS/VACATIONS

o $2000 TUITION ASSISTANCE

TO APPLY CALL: 510-JOBS

•

amenities you want. Imagine, customizing your
own home with the convenience of apartment living .
Visit Today and make your selection. You make the choice.
.
We'll get it ready for YOU!
.

8640 Brookshire Ln
University City, MO 63132
Tuesday thru Friday 8:30 - 5:30
314-991-3150
Saturda 10:00 - 5:00;
12:00 - 5:00

Marketed and Managed by

@Lane Company

Open Daily to Serve You!

o0

Monday 8: 30 - 7:00
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Amy Lombardo, Features Editor
Phone 516-5174, Fax 516-6811
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Art of forgiveness:
Nobody's perfect

..

You know what I think? I
think that people expect too
much from other people.
Let's face it, we're all human,
right? At least, I'm assuming as
much but I guess these days it's
better not to assume anything.
Well, for tho se of us who are
human, and I'm hoping that's
the majority of my reading
audience, I juSt want to say that
it is OK to make mistakes. I
know that's a pretty bold statement to make in this society
that strives so hard to achieve
perfection, but, I've gOt news
for y 'all: It ain't gonna happen.
Maybe that sounds pessimistic, although I prefer the
term "optimistically-impaired,"
but it's actually more like reality. Now, before all you Type-A
people (who, by the way, die
early from heart problems .. .
cOIncIdence?) out
there
get
you r
panties in a
hunch, I'm
not saylllg
that
we
should all AMY LOMBARDO
curl up in Features Editor

the fetal position and stop trying to achieve any goals whatsoever. I don't want you to
misunderstand. I'm just thinking
that if we could all accept
\\
,
the idea that people can and do
make mistakes, and that it' s
okay to do so, we would be so
much happier. At least I would.
It's easy to interpret this as a
cop-out attitude or the philosophy of a deadbeat slacker (neither of which I deny or confirm
. having), but it could just as easily be seen as a tremendous
stress-release method. If it's
okay to mistakes, the perfection issue becomes irrelevant,
and then you are free to succeed without pressure.
But I think this idea
becomes even more useful
when dealing with others.
Now, I don't want to preach
peace and love, man, or encourage everyone to join hands and
start singing "We Are the
World," but it seems we've all
become a tad judgmental lately.
I'm just saying that it would be
nice to take the good with the
bad. Think about the people
that you care about - I mean
really care about, and all their
funny little quirks that give
them character. Those are
imperfections. Those could
even be considered 'mistakes'
in a very wild stretch-of-theimagination way, and those are
the best parts. (I know, I've
seen "Good Will Hunting" on e
too many time s.) Mistakes are
good! Mistakes are our friends!
Let me put it another way,
because this is going a little far,
I'
don't you think?
Take a TV show, for lack of
a better
example .
"The
Simpsons" is a great show but,
every once in a while, there's an
episode that's not so hot. But
that doesn't mean you stop
watching the show, right? of
course not, that would be silly.
It's the same with people.
Let's say you know this really
great person who happens to
acciden tally wreck your car.
This qualifies as a mistake,
right? But are you going to stop
being that p ers on's friend? Of
course not . A gain, that would
be silly.
What I'm trying to say is
that if we practice forgiveness
and tolerance, we'll feel better
ourselves. So if you won't do it
for others, do it for you.
There's no better reason than a
selfish one.

The Botanical Garden's floral exhibition is
intended to put visitors in the holiday spirit
BY ANNE PORTER

staff associate
It seems that every year the holiday season
begins earlier and earlier. Planning and designing
months ago, and now all that
for this season
work is CUJ~llIl~.n

four interactive cut-out scenes that they can pose
in. Those scenes are "Holiday Plant Factory,"
"Pillow Fight," "Candyland," and "Victorian
Carolers."
With a little
Christmas magic at the
be candlelight walks
the Victorian
groups will
high school to
euser-Busch and

"Picture You, .
annual holiday floral
3. This theme

"Every year we
lights flowers
Kalkbrenner said.
He gave examples
begonias, gloxinia, chenille
maple.
The title "Picture You,
because there are various s
picturetaking. These vignettes create
ps for photographs such as, "Twas the Ni ght Before
Christmas," "Jolly Snowmen," "Toyland,"
"Puppies' Sleighride," "Winter Wonderland," and
"'Winter Garden Scene."
For the children and everyone else, there are

because there will be games
for them. If
Christmas shopping, Kalkbrenner suggested the
Garden gift shop to "find really unique things like
plants," and, there are craft items available as well.
'~rinter is still a beautiful time and several plants are
thriving," Kalkbrenner said.

Stephanie Platt/ The Cumnt •

Warren Hummert of the General Services Malntence Division gets
help from Jill Dowd In hanging wreaths donated to The Missouri
Botanical Garden by local florists. The Garden Is staging a show of
holiday flowers until Jan. 3.

Annual Madrigal
Feast to
. ..
provide EIi2:abethan charm
1'-4

;:- ...

..,

"'r- .

r
~·

BY ANNE PORTER

What is your favorite
hang-out place?
"MP O Reillys, ladies drink free on
Saturday."

-Alisha Marzette
Senior/Social Work

''The Sig Tau House."
-Brad Thompson
Junior/Biology

staff associate
Deborah Larson, a professor at UM-St. Louis, offers
a class called "Elizabethan Poetry and Prose," which
tells of the literature of the Elizabethan period There
is an easier way to discover what the Elizabethan period
was like; by attending the Elizabethan Madrigal Feast
which will take place Dec. 4-6.
John H ylton is the director of the Madrigal
Ensemble.
"This will be our 15th year doing it [and we are] quite
often sold out; usually sold out," H ylton said.
Seating is limited to 160 guests per evening, so purchasing tickets soon would be advised.
Hylton, before his years at UM-St. LoUis, took part
in the madrigal festival at Penn State an d afternrards he
combined his efforts with Robert Schmalfeld, a former
director of the U niversity C enter at U M-St. Louis to
bring a Madrigal Feas t here. The Madrigal F east is held
in the].C Penney Building and transforms the building
to a court setting in a castle, being basically a recreation
of an evening in the Renaissance.
The feast begins with the guests ' coats being checked
and from there th guest is given a Christmas ornament.
What really makes the participant fe el as if they are guest
in the Renaissance is when they are given the title of
Lord or Lady. After the announcement, the guest meets
the Lord and Lady of the manor.

All this occurs in the Wassail Bowl at 6:30 p.m., and
is complete with musicians with recorders. Recorders
are considered the predecessors to the flute, but are '
made of wood. A jester mingles with the guests and :
amuses them with mischief and delight. For fanfare, a:
brass ensemble plays. At the Great Hall, the guest is :
welcomed to the feast during the five-course meal of ,
either roast pheasant or prime rib. A harpsichord is :
played and not just any harpsichord - this one was built ·
especially for the Madrigal Ensemble. During dinner, .
scrolls are passed ro the guests by members of the:
ensemble. These scrolls are made for each guest with ,
personal messages.
After dinner, the Ma drigal :
Ensemble entertains with seasonal songs of England and
other European countries. The Madrigal choir not only :.
performs at feasts, but they travel to elementary:
schools, elder care centers, and they will also be per- :
forming at the Judivine Foundation for Autism. T hey '
have made four trips recently to Europe. Perhaps the :
mos t interesting aspect of the ensemble is that there is 1
no conductor. Singers are assigned to lead and to stop ;
the rest of the ensemble. Madrigal choirs in the :
Elizabethan period were mainly in the same fo rmat as '
the UM-St. Louis M adrigal Choir. 111e Madrigals are :
used for after-dinner entertainment in courts and at :
dinne r affairs, similar to th way poetry and sonnets :
were read for entertainment at banquets. This is truly a ~
unique opportunity to enjoy holiday festivities.
1

·Music Review

Caedmon's Call displays 'real

''The coolest place to hang out
is the Loop."

Caedmon's Call
"Caedmon's Call "
Warner Alliance
Folk I Ac oustic Rock
D o you like guitars? If so, yo u'll love Caedmon's

-Joanne Eddington
Sophomore/Business
Administration/Marketing

"My favorite hang out is the
Sigma Pi House."

-Matt Schaeffer
Junior/MIS

"My favorite hangout is the back
porch at my dad's. He doesn't care
how many friends come over and
he hands out the sodies."

-Nate Rustemeyer
Sophomore/ English

Call. Do you like first-person lyrics that deal with
everyday life' If so, you'll love Caed mon's Call. Do
you like strong male and female lead vocals, with fantastic hannonies? If so, you'll love Caedmon's C all.
It's probably safe to say th at most students here
have not heard of Caedmon's Call. Their earthy, infectious, and sometimes melancholy music is definitely
worth looking into, if you haven't before.
C aedmon's Call plays folk music, with a generous
helping of pop and a little rock. The songs on their
self-titled CD are almost co mpletely acoustic, with
ear-pleasmg percussion work. The musicianship is terrific. While there's nothing here to bang your head to
I found this album a welcome change of pace. The
music seems to move at the speed of life: slow sometimes, fa st occasionally, but usually somewhere in the

.

life' ~

middle.
The vocals are good, as well. Three members of the
band take turns leading, often working together to
blen d their voices into rich harmonies. There's enough
variety that you never get bothered or bored by one
particular singing style.
The lyrics are very thoughtful. If you are a college
student, then you will probably find a lot to like here.
Caedmon's Call is a Ch ristian band, so some of the
songs deal with issues that young Christians face. All
the songs are honest and firs t-person, making it easy
to relate to most of the m. "Lead of Love" talks about
coming to term s with the necessity of "walking the
rocks" to reach the place where yo u can see the
"mountain view." "Center Aisle" is a very gripping
song, wri tten in response to the suicide of one of the
songwriter's friends.
Caedmon 's Call has managed to craft a melodic
musical marvel, and I highly recommend it to anyone
looking for music about real life.

-Josh Renaud

I
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Action should be louder than words
on UM anti-discrimination policy
The Issue:
A meeting Nov.
13 in Columbia
showed much
support for the
inclusion of
sexual orientation in the UM
sy stem 's antidisc rim ination
poi icy

We Suggest:
The Board of
Curators should
take action to
change the policy to reflect
th e students'
wi shes as soon
as possi ble.

So what do
you think?
Let us hear
from you on
t hi s or any
issue in a letter to the editor.

The meeting Nov. 13
on the system's controversial anti-discrimination policy is a good
first
step
in
the
process but it should
be followed up by
action and not more
words.
The policy, long the
target of criticism from
UM-St. Louis' SGA and
campus senate, does
not include the phrase
sex ual orientation in
its list of protections.
The Nov. 13 gathering
in Columbia showed an
outpouring of support
for the addition of the
sexual orientation language. If any were
needed , this is further
proof that the system's
guidelines are out-ofdate and out-of-line
w ith the opinions of
st udents.
The system should
be
commended
for
holding this meeting
howe ver any unnecessary delay in the policy's amendment would
undermine the good
that has been accomplished. Was the forum
really intended as an
honest sharing of ideas

Volunteers can stop
Homecoming apathy

and gauge of student
opinion or merely an
attempt at good public
relations and tired lip
service? Only time will
tell. According to a
spokesman,
action
could be taken on the
policy as soon as
January: Hopefully the
system will resolve this
issue then but if it does
not, we encourage this
campus' SGA and senate to continue to pass
resolutions pressuring
the
University
of
Missouri to change its
policy to include protections for sexual ori entation in its guidelines. True, the SGA
has already passed
such a resolution three
times and the senate
has al ready sent a copy
of its previous resolution to the system but
these methods of getting one's point across
are more effective than
the use of student
protests such as the
one at the Oct. 16
Board meeting. Here's
hoping that both the
senate and SGA continue to fight the good
fight.

The call for volunteers has once again
trumpeted at UM-St. Louis. Who will be there
to answer it?
After severe problems with last year's
Homecoming celebration, due to lack of participation and planning, a committee was
formed to make the logistics and planning
process smoother and more centralized. The
committee has already made some innovative
changes such as moving the event to February
in an effort to boost student interest.
N ow the committee is asking the campus
community to show its support by recruiting
volunteers to help with various aspects of the
celebration. The success or failure of the
February event may hinge on the volunteer
spirit of UM-St. Louisans today.
There is no excuse for not doing one's part.
Whether assisting with the food drive or making preparations for the big dance - the only
successful event last year - or simply helping
to spread the word, there is a variety of jobs to
SUlt everyone.
Whether the committee's work wiil come
to fruitioD or not, only time will tell but they
seem at least to be making a genuine effort to
improve the process and this is something that
we can all get behind. If the committee's labor
is rewarded with a wellspring of support then
perhaps a successful Homecoming will forever banish the spirit of indifference that has
plagued this campus for so long. If however
the result of the committee's efforts is another lackluster Homecoming that generates little interest then why not cancel the event altogether?
A committee, no matter how dedicated, can
do only so much. What's needed now is support from the campus community.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Performing Arts Center provokes strong
feelings from students and faculty alike
I may only be a lowly Meanwhile, the average
undergrad student at UMSL UMSL student looks at
so I realize that the dwindling resources and
Blanchellor may not care to faculty allocated to their
hear my humble opinion, departments. This is an
but maybe some of those insane way to do things.
Unfortunately, it doesn't
students who fall into a catlook
like
things
will
egory similar to mine (the
vast majority of UMSL stu- improve. The Center will be
dents) might. When look- built despite the arguments
ing at the Performing Arts of those few who are not so
Center, about all I can see apathetic as to simply say
is a prestige building step- "whatever." UMSL is being
ping stone for Blanche promoted more and more,
Touhill that benefits the few yet the ones already here
at the ex pense of the many. cannot be taken care of.
The number of UMSL stu- The problems that the camdents involved in music is pus has had with the mail
very low, especially in com- room, e-mail and parking
parison to those involved in will undoubtedly plague the
History, Education, English, Performing Arts Center as
etc. Despite this, our great well, making it that much
Unless
chancellor decides to build more inefficient.
a large and expensive build- the leadership of this caming that won't pay for itself pus gets its head out of the
and that could not be filled clouds and down to the
by anyone who might speak reality of the situation and
or perform there.
High- faces the responsibi lity it
quality speakers will go to had, UMSL will continue its
better venues and low qual- downward spiral.
ity ones won't draw a tenth
-Jake Parker
of the Center's capacity.

I have just finished readmg your article "Arts
Center focus of Council
debate" in the 16 Nov ' 98
Issue. Rarely have I seen
coverage so one-sided.
Has anyone at The
Current bothered to ask
why there are faculty on
this campus upset with the
proposed finances of this
project?
Has anyone on The
Current ever bothered to
examine the fiscal record of
this administration?
Has anyone on The
Current ever bothered to
investigate what the effect
of 7 years of Operating
Budget shortfalls, basically
due to the administration's
inability to project enrollment and therefore costs,
has done to the Academic
and Educational core of this
University?
Has anyone on The
Current bothered to note
the difference between real
money (Operating Budget
money) and the projected

budget for the Performing
Arts Center by AMS, the
consulting firm that created
the
document
the
Chancellor consistently references.
Does anyone on The
Current know the difference between Real (operating Budget monies) and the
AMS budget, which has little basis in reality?
As long as The Current,
and other public information and public relations
organs on this campus continue to present such a onesided view, the real issues
and dangers presented by
building a Performing Arts
Center as presently planned
to the fiscal and economic
integrity of this University
as an educational institution
will never be considered.
Good job Current. I would
expect your budget for the
next few years is secure.

-Dominic J. Zerbolio,
Ph.D

My household, like so many homes, businesses and organi:z:ations across the country has been on twenty-four~hour Monica
watch for days now. Conversation seems to center on Monica
much of the time now. I could not use the phone for one entire
evening because our computer was downloading audio transcripts of Monica tapes from the Internet. Non-Monica television viewing (to the extent that such a thing exists) has been relegated to my upstairs TV. The downstairs sets are both tuned to
Monicagate almost all the time.
Poor Monica. Yes, she just signed a multimillion-dollar book
deal. Yes, she has become a household name (if only in a rather
infamous way.) Yes, she has an interesting (if somewhat X-rated) story to
relate to her descendants. ("Grandma,
Grandma, tell us again about the time
you indirectly brought down the government ...") But what a price to pay.
To have your private telephone conversations recorded by your best friend for
rebroadcast to millions of people like ..
.well, like, uh, ... me. How many zeros
on a royalty check does it take to com- .. P.:'..V. .I.()....~.:'.lJ..~.!:'.~~ ..
pensate someone for having their most Editor-in-Chief
personal thoughts and intimate feelings
become fodder for journalist roundtable debates on the Fox
News Channel?
I would be lying if I said I wasn't as interested in the whole
mess as anyone else. Yes, I am as big a hypocrite as anyone, busily defending Monica's right to privacy while wallowing in the sordid aspects of her personal life. And why not? There is always
something horribly fascinating about the lurid details of other
people's lives. Tanya and Nancy. The Menendez brothers.
Lorena Bobbitt. OJ.
I used to believe that the concentration of media interest in
cases like these comes from our national excess of touchy-feely
empathy. Too much emotion makes us take a sympathetic interest in those whose displays of human frailty or run-ins with
tragedy, put them before the public eye. But increasingly, I've
moved away from that theory. Nope it's simple voyeurism, after
all. We are a nation of gawkers who love Jerry Springer, Court TV ,
and slowing down for car wrecks on the side of the road.
I once heard somebody say that minor problems are simply
major tragedies that happen to somebody else. Maybe we take
such an unnatural interest in the foibles of others because it helps
to take our minds off our own failures and embarrassments for
awhile. I've often found that other people's problems are much
easier to deal with than mine are, mainly owing to the fact that I
don't have to solve them.
That however should not be an excuse for losing our humah
ability to empathize. We should remember that we could end up
in the same mess as many of those who become, through chance
or circumstance, the butts of pop culture's dirtiest jokes. Yes, the
people at the center of our daily scandal du jour may be public
spectacles but they are scill people - even Monica.

Doorway debacle

leaves men confused

I've been asked by a few friends of mine lately what my opinion is of men opening doors for me. "Do you like it or not?" is
the most-asked form of the question.
People seem shocked when I reply, "Yes, I actually expect it."
Now, how's that for opening up a can of worms?
One person was very suprised at my answer, telling me that it
was unusual, coming from a woman who is so strong in her
beliefs and so forthcoming with her opinions.
I can see how he would have arrived at that conclusion, but it's
all in how you look at it.
Having been raised the majority of my life in the South, it isn't
unusual that I expect a man to open the door for me. Growing
up, I came to view it as a sign of respect, and not a belittling or
condescending act.
.
After I was first married and was attending Texas A&M, I was
charmed by the custom on the student
shuttles (it was a LONG way in from the
parking lots) for no women to be left ·
standing while a man remained seated.
For men, modem times can be confusing. Do you open the door or don't
you? My husband, who was also raised
in the South, was verbally attacked when
we were at the University of Iowa for
holding the door open for a woman. He
says that the few times he hasn't stood .....~.~.Ii .L.r:.:t... g.~~.~......
aside and held the door for a woman, he's Managing Editor
been given some mighty caustic looks.
My friend Jim says that he avoids the entire issue by holdIDg
the door open for everyone, man or woman. That's a polite idea, ,
but from what I've seen, sometimes it takes him quite awhile to
get into a building. I never have known him to be in a huny to
get anywhere, and I guess that's a good thing.
Short of women wearing signs that say, "Thanks for holding
the door," or "Don't you dare hold that door," I guess guys are
left to figure it out for themselves.
As for me, I'm getting to the point where I'm just thankful
when the person walking into the building ahead of me doesn't •
let the door half-crush me as I'm trying to'catch it before it closes. Anyone notice how heavy those Thomas Jefferson doors !lre?
If you catch those in mid-close, you'd better be able to benchpress 100 lbs., or you're going to get squished.
Personally, after going through a door I always hold it open
momentarily - you never know if the person behind you might
need that extra bit of help, and this would be a better world if we
could all think about someone besides ourselves.
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~ Latest Scoop ~

Cardinals need
t o remember
pitching staff
The world of baseball has been
active as of late with all of the latest free agent signings.
The Cardinals picked up one
crucial addition to their staff when
V they signed outfielder Eric Davis
to a three-year contract.
With the addition of Davis, the
Cardinals have solidified their outfield with three prominant stars:
JD Drew, Ray Lankford and Eric
Davis.
Though the addition of Davis
was a necessary one, the Cardinals
ultimately gave up on one of their
best players in Brian Jordan.
Jordan recently signed a $40
million, five-year deal-w:ith the
Atlanta Braves adding another
punch to their lineup.
With the signing of Jordan and
second baseman Bret
Boone from
the
Cincinnati
Reds, the
Braves have
solidified
their lineup
with a
DAV E K INW ORTH!

punch to
-;--p0 rt;-a;;0 cia t e
backup
their already feared pitching staff.
Jordan will be sorely missed by
the Cardinals staff. He brought
heart and character to the
Cardinals squad. He was the
upside of a two-year Cardinals
slump.
The Cardinals have acquired
Eric Davis, but the main concern
the Redbirds should focus on is
the pitching staff.
We already know that the
Cardinals can produce runs, but
the question is how many runs
does that same pitching staff need
I to keep its club in the game?

Women's b-ba ll e arns
•
•
win In season-opener
Rivemomen send Lincoln packing with 81-51 score
BY

KEN

DUNKIN

staff editor

It didn't take long for the
Riverwomen basketball team to dispose
of Lincoln in their first game of the season. The team held a 35-21 lead at the
end of the first quarter.
The Riverwomen disposed of Lincoln
81-51. They were led in scoring by
Jennifer Littleton with 15 points.
Returning forward Krystal Logan led the
team with 7 rebounds.
"It was good to get our first victory
out of the way. We didn't really play well
though," Head Coach Shelly Ethridge
said. 'We didn't really do well with our
free throws, or rebounding and
turnovers . Our shot selection wasn't the
greatest throughout the game also."
Some of the troubles may have come
from first-half jitters. In the second half
the team seemed to play better. The
Riverwomen poured in 46 points in the
second half.
"Our turnovers were a problem the
whole game," Ethridge said. "That might

have come from being a little nervous. In
the second half we settled down and
showed a little of the potential that this
team has."
One of the biggest bonuses of the
game was the team's cohesiveness. The
team played well together. The down
side was the 18 team turnovers.
"Some of the problems may have
come for getting used to playing with all
the new players," Ethridge said. 'We
have been practicing since October 15.
Hopefully by late December, we will be
playing well together and by January we
will be playing as a solid unit."
The game was also won on the board
where the difference between the two
teams was shown greatly. The
Riverwomen out-rebounded Lincoln 249. The Riverwomen pulled down every
board on their defensive end muscling up
the smaller Lincoln squad.
"Those stats might be a little deceiving," Ethridge said. "Lincoln got quite a
few second and third opportunities. We
can't let teams do that to us."

V-ball ends season with tourney loss to Ft. Wayne
effort.
"It's a culmination over her play and her conThe Riverwomen volleyball team's season fidence throughout the year," Silvester said.
ended last week with a heartbreaking loss to Fort
Susan Kleinschnitz led the Riverwomen with
Wayne.
15 kills. Michelle Hochstatter had 13 kills and
The 13-15, 15-6, 9-15, 11-15 loss came in the Yorhena Panama added 12 kills. Nichole Wall led
first round of the Great Lakes Valley Conference the Riverwomen v.r:ith 22 digs.
tournament on Fort Wayne's hO-IUe floor.. ,
The Riverwomen are already looking ahead to
"We played well enough t6wiri and iliat says a next year. Silvester would like to see some of her
lot," Head Coach Denise Silvester said. 'We players selected to the All-Conference team, but
went into their home court against a big home- most of all she would like the team to advance
court advantage and played
past the first round of th.e
well."
GLVC tournament.
Mistakes at the end cost
"I expect a lot more from
au always hope to next year's team because we
the Riverwomen the match,
build on both the know what we have to do,"
but Silvester hopes the team
can learn from them.
good and t ha bad. I Silvester said.
<ryou always hope to build
think thi s t eam will
The combination of Susan
on both the good and bad,"
learn from this for Kleinschnitz and Nicole Wall
Silvester said. "I think this
naxt yaar. looks to fill the leadership void
team will learn from this for
left by departing seniors
next year."
Kristen Brugnara and Leslie
The Riverwomen had
Armstrong.
-Denise Silvester
their backs to the wall enterVolleyball coach
"Susan
[Kleinschnltz]
ing the tournament. As the
always has a positive attitude
fourth seed from the
and tries to encourage all
GLVC's Green Division, the
around her to be better,"
J DE HARRIS
of the Current staff
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The Cardinals finally got rid of
Jeff Brantley. It was a relief to see
such a terrible closer go out the
door. Brantley did have fifteen
~ saves on the season, but had
blown eight saves also. It seemed
as if every time the Cardinals
; brought him in to close out a
game, I was saying to myself "here
we go again."
The pitching staff is quite slim
with only Matt Morris coming off
even close to a decent year. You
can never depend upon Donavan
Osborne to give you quality work
because every time you look back,
} he is always hurt. Alan Benes is a
good pitcher, but can he recover
from his off-season surgery?
The Cardinals need starting
pitching and that is the bottom
• line.
Free agents like Kevin Brown
from the San Diego Padres and
) even Andy Benes from the
Arizona Diamondbacks would
look good in a Cardinals' uniform.
The key to getting these players
(~ is simple: show them how much
the fans care. Mark McGwire
even said himself that the fans
won hin1 over to the city of St.
~ Louis.
These fans in St. Louis do care
about the Cardinals and their players. They come out each and every
game to support their team even if
they are not in contention for a
playoff berth.
In short, if the Cardinals management wishes to continue the
strong fan support, then all they
have to do is reward the fans "'1th
the best squad they can. Money
should not be a concern at all, for
what is really important is the fans
~I and they are the ones who pay the
salaries.

Stephanie Platt/ The Current

Senior Melanie Marcey (right) presses downcourt in a recent game versus Lincoln.
The Riverwomen beat Lincoln 81·51.

--------,,-------

Stephanie Platt/The Current

Middle hitter Michelle Hochstatter (left) jumps to return the volley to two Truman players during a November 8 match.

Riverwomen were forced to
play the GLVC's Blue Division No.1 seed which

Silvester said. "Nicole [Wall]
has been our defensive leader all year and we need

happened to be Fort Wayne, who happened to be
hosting the tournament.
Even with the loss, the Riverwomen took sev-

defense to win.'
Silvester said that next year, fans can expect
fast-paced volleyball, a team that always works

eral positives from the match including the play
of freshman Holly Zrout. Zrout had her best

hard, and a team that will put themselves in a
position to win every match.

game of the season against Fort Wayne.
Zrout had 13 kills with 20 digs in the losing

With the loss, the Riverwomen finish at 16-10

.

overall, 9-8 in GLVC play.

Sports Opinion

Former Mizzou student notes spirit returning to Columbia
The Norman Conquest 77-0, the
Texas Chainsaw Massacre 73-0, the 5th
down play - all of these have come to
symbolize Missouri Tigers football in
recent years.
Unfortunately, all of these results
were losses for the hapless Tigers who
played patsy to the likes of Oklahoma,
Texas A&M, and Colorado (let's not
mention Nebraska, okay?).
Things change though. Hey, even the
Berlin Wall came down after 50 or so
years, but it is still hard to consider
Missouri a football power.
But there it is, right in front of my face
week after week. The Tigers aren't talking about moral victories anymore; they
are talking about victories plain and simple.

It is not good enough to walk out of
Nebraska and feel good that you didn't
have your spleen handed to you - the
Tigers are expected to win those games.
The Tigers have led at half-time in
every game so far this year. Impressive
when you consider that they have played
the No.1 team in the nation on the road,
tWo more top-ten teams on the road, and
two more top-twenty-five teams during
the course of the year.
It doesn't get any easier for the Tigers.
I've been a Mizzou fan all of my life; I
bleed black and gold, and I guess I've
been conditioned to losing. I went to
Mizzou for a couple of years (I am now
one of the many Mizzou refugees settled
in the UM-St. Louis community). and
during that time, they never won a home

game.
We went anyway because nothing
beats the atmosphere of college football.
Win or lose (it's better if they win) it is
always an experience.
The popcorn, the mascots, the student
section - it is one of the things this campus misses most.
This winning is' something new.
Scarier yet, the expecting to win is new as
well.
The attitude change is remarkable.
Now when I go to Columbia to watch a
game I'm cramped in with a bunch of
strangers. It's no longer pick-your-ownseat day-it'S great.
There's tailgating, tiger tails on the
backs of cars, and little kids running
around in Tiger jerseys.

The roar has been restored.
Even with the loss to ~sas State, the
Tigers are going to a howl. If they would
have won they could have gone to a bigger bowl - most likely the Cotton Bowl.
With the loss they will probably go to the
Holiday Bowl.
They are the best 7-4 team in the
country. Going to the Holiday Bowl is
major disappointment for many Tiger
fans.
Disappointment?
Ask any of those fans about going to
the Holiday Bowl during those 70-plus
point drubbings and they would think it
would be heaven.
My how times have changed.

a

-Joe Harris
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New York Times reporter visits campus;
shares experiences of a career in news

DEDICATION, FROM PAGE

French began his journalism career in Africa after being invited to
fill in for a friend, Leon Dash, of The Washington Post. Before that
French had worked as a translator and taught at the University of
Ivory Coast. His family was still in West Africa and his interest was
in Africa.
"Leon knew that I loved writing, that I was interested in traveling
broadly in Africa, and asked me and asked The Post if it wouldn't be
.~..v. ....~.'-:'.!'.... ~..~..I..!:r... ........................................................ ............................................................ possible to work our a relationship with me whereby I could be the
staff associate
freelance journalist ... covering his region," French said, "I thought
Although Howard French, reporter for The New York Times, was
that a terrific idea... I started traveling for The Post and began having
advertised to be speaking about the issue of agenda-setting, his talk
the time of my life. Going all over Africa, being paid by someone else
Nov. 16 on the UM-St. Louis campus focused largely on his experito go all over Africa. Eventually, I quit teaching at the University of
ences reporting in Africa.
Ivory Coast."
"I was a little bit surprised, not unpleasantly, but surprised none
French spoke of his passion for the continent of Africa and his disthe less to see the title of the presentation which had to do with the
appointment that it is viewed by the American media and government
agenda-setting nature of The New York Times and I noticed with
in a sort of secondhand nature.
some trepidation that some of you came
, ,
"Africa is and has been sort of the
armed with copies of The New York
stepchild of the international media,
Times," French said. "I have to say that
dontt haye any greater sense much as it has been of the international
my station at The Ne7£! York Times is, if
of r he New
than economy. The people who have been
prestigious, is none the less still a fairly
sent to Africa by and large, have not
humble one ... If The Ne7£! York Times
JOU
$.ense
been the cream of the crop in terms of
sets an agenda I don't have much of a
by
t he the foreign correspondents' crowd."
role in setting The Ne7£! Ym·k Times'
newspaper. French said, "Africa has not traditionalagenda."
ly been at the center of the United
As far as anyone's questions about
-Howard French States' foreign policy preoccupation."
the agenda of The Ne7£! York Times
French went to Africa having advanNew York Times reporter
French mainly described the nature of
tages over his colleagues. Knowing two
his job, how he is not involved in any
- - - - - - - - of the languages and being married to a
decisions in that regard, and that he is - - - - - - - - - "
woman from the continent, he felt he
not quite certain there is even anything
could cover Africa differently and not on a crisis-by-crisis basis as was
so ominous as an agenda.
usually the typical coverage. He wanted to do what he could to change
"People look at a big institution like The New York Times and ...
the way Africa was covered.
agenda is a word that often comes up," French said, "I don't have any
"Africa has been perceived as the continent of disaster. .. I'm going
greater sense of nJe New York Times than you do and I get my sense
to find other things to say ahout Africa," French said, ''I'm not going
of its agenda by reading the newspaper. Nobody has ever briefed me
to sit around waiting for disasters to happen. Africa has as full and
about, 'OK, this is what our agenda is, and French we're sending you
broad a range of subjects of interest as any other place in the world."
to Japan, and listen there's some important security issues.' for examFrench has moved on to a new assignment for The NC'<.£! York
ple or, 'Here are our commercial interests. Go out and protect them.'
Times - covering Asia. He is currently taking courses in Hawaii to
I mean I've never had even anything remotely so crude as a conversaprepare for his new assignment, including learning a sixth language,
cion [about the agenda]."
Japanese.

1

Journalist discusses the

press' agenda-setting role

Yo,k Times
do and I get my
of
It s agenda
reading

HUNGER,

FROM PAGE

Stephanie Platt/The Current

From left to right: Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan, UM-System
President Manuel Pacheco, and Institute Director Vivian Eveloff
attend the dedication Nov. 19 of the Institute for Women In Public
Life. The Institute was renamed in honor of State Representat ive
Sue Shear, who died Nov. 15.
On her first day going into the legislature, Shear was denied entrance into
the House by the doorman, but she didn't let that stop her. She continued
to fight for what she believed in.
"She stood up for her principles when they were popular, and unpopular," said younger daughter Katherine Shear.
She went on to introduce the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), as one
of her first acts as a legislator. She wanted to ensure that the rights of
women were protected under state law.
Shear believed strongly in women getting involved in politics but she did
not only fight for women's rights. She also fought for the rights of children,
the elderly, and the mentally ill.
It was because of her continued service and her commitment to seeing
young women getting involved in politics that UM-St. Louis granted Shear
an honorary doctor of law degree on May 16.
The Institute for Women in Public Life js the first of its kind dedicated
1: to a woman.
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Childress said there are structural reasons that people are not get- Second World people had utensils and even beans with their rice.
ting enough food. She said that the fact that we are giving working Those randomly selected to be served as First World ate sala d, meatpeople food stamps is in a sense subsidizing employers who are not
loaf, broccoli and a roll with iced tea and cheesecake.
,
paying their employees enough to live. She
As the participants of the banquet
said that there are ways of helping the hungry
had
their meal, many statistics were
'
f we aU believe
t hat we can read regarding the hungry of the
not only by working in shelters or collecting
food but also by demanding livable income
make a difference then It world. People from each of the
for all people throughout the wo rld.
wUI be a different world. groups seeme d affe cted by the demon"If we all believe that we can make a differstratio n which "las mean t to represent
ence," Childress concluded, "then it will be a
-Teka Childress the true di striburion of f ood in the
different world.»
of Karen House world.
When the banquet began some knew the
"It does feel a little goofy seeing
routine, but some, new to the Hunger
[the people in the Third Worl d assignBanquet and that were assigned to the Third
ment] eating rice with their hands
World, seemed quite surprised to be seated on the floor, having to [while I] have people serve fo od for me, n said Joe Edmo nson, a sophoserve themselves plain rice that they had to eat with their fingers. The more majoring in Foreign Language. "It's a goo d illustrat ion."

-
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"

GENITAL HERPES?
Do you have recurrent genital herpes?

1

mits the crime of sexual assault in if (s)he has sexual intercourse with another person knowing that (s)he does so ·without that person's consent."
Beeler advised members of the campus community to use the same
amount of caution when walking at night on campus that should be used
anywhere else.
"Use as much preventative common sense as you can, n Beeler said. "Ways
to do that might include always walking in lighted areas, or being with another person if at all possible, and basically trying to anticipate problems that
might occur in your path."
Beeler also recommended that students take advantage of the safety
escorts offered by the UM-St. Louis police department. Escorts can be
requested by dialing 5155 from anyon-campus phone.
"If [students] are coming back and forth in cars or on the Metrolink late
at night, they might contact the police department for an escort, since they
provide that service," Beeler said.
Beeler advised that anyone who has been the victim of any kind of physical assault, including a sexual one, contact the University Police immediately
for the safety of themselves and the rest of the community.
"The ability of detectives and others to establish the facts and try to appre-

DISCRIMINATION, FROM PAGE

hend a perpetrator hinges on a quick respons e, Beeler said.
Beeler also said that it was important for victims to get further assistance
beyond that received immediately after a crime has been reported.
'There are many other things that a victim can and should do to deal with
the trauma, both physical and emotional," Beeler said. "We contact the victim confidentially to offer counseling and support."
Captain James Smalley, assistant director of Institutional Safety, said that
it is vital that the \~ctim contact the police as soon as possible after an assault
has taken place.
"At all costs, contact the police," Smalley said. "The sooner the person
contacts us, the sooner we can take action. To delay in reporting... only
holds up the investigation."
Smalley said that the University Police can be reached in an emergency by
dialing 91l.
According to campus crime statistics release d by the University Police
department, there were no rapes reported from 1994 - October of 1998.
The statistics state that one sexual assault was reported in 1994, one in
1996, and one in 1997, in addition to \'ifednesday's reported assault.

1

would probably make a recommendation on the to take action on this."
"I would consider [the hearing] a success because
issue at the January meeting of the Board of
the students' voices were heard," Rankins said.
Curators.
"At this moment, I remain cautiously optimistic," ~ihether the Board chooses to listen is their preRankins said. "Weare waiting to see what their rogative."
response ,Yill be. In the face of this
overwhelming support, we would
assume that if [the Board of
Curators] is really taking into
account the views that were
Pulliam Journalism Fellowships
expressed, then they will be forced
Graduating college seniors are invited to apply for the 26th annual
Pulliam Joumalism Fellowships. We will grant lO-week summer
intemships to 20 joumalism or liberal arts majors in the August 1998June 1999 graduating classes.

To request an application packet, write: Russell B. Pulliam
Fellowships Director
The Indianapolis News
P.o. Box 145
\Veh site: www.~lam.:w'.comfpjf
E-Illai I: pull iam@,tamews.colll
Indianapolis, IN 46206-0145

Participants receive at no charge:
• medical evaluations
• laboratory tests
• study medication
• $50 compensation at end of study

For More Information, Contact:
Was~ington

University School of Medicine

Infectious Disease Division, Study Coordinator

(314) 968·2906

Sponsored by Ihe Office

oj

Sludent Activities and Residential Life

[xperience

St. Louis
The concept of Experience st. Louis is the utilization of resources in the metropolitan St. Louis area as a venue to provide
participating students the opportunity to attend cullural, educational, histo rical, and social activities. The program s were
selected to complimentlhe academic mission of UM -St. Louis and to address developmental needs of students.
• All events are FREE
An attendance deposit is required. The deposit will be refunded at the event.
Transportation will be provided

Previous intemship or part-time experience at a newspaper is de ired.
Winners will receive a $5,250 stipend and will work at either The
Indianapolis Star and The Indianapolis Ne>t.'s or The Ari:;.ona
Republic.
Early-admissions application postmark deadline is Nov. 15, 1998. By
Dec. 15, 1998, up to five early-admissions winners will be notified.
All other entries must be postmarked by March 1, 1999.

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a
confidential clinical trial of lobucavir, an
investigational medication for the treatment
of herpes infections.

Saturday - December 5, 1998
Meet at 6:00 pm in the parking lot in fro nt of Marillac Hall
FREE, $10.00 deposit

,

TIlles Park- "Winter Wond erland" Travel through a mile-long
magical display of a million twinkling holiday lights_

,

Our Lady of th e Snows - "Way of Ughts" You'll be surrounded in
a fanta sy of lights as you wind along a mile and a half
route throughout the Shrine grounds.

"

.
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Mary Lindsley, advertising associate
phone: 516-5316 fax: 516-6811
e-mail: current@jinx .umsl.edu

UM-St. Louis students, faculty and ,staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!

:r

feLI> Yo\} g€fo~E.

GJ..l AN tlT, •• -rilE OSJ'fcT

"RISK-

(314)
516·5316

CLASSIFIED
RATES

Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text format. Bold and
CAPS letters are free. All classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card,
Deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m. prior to publication.

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current
1993 Saturn SL1, 85,000
miles, 5-speed, $5,500.
Great car. Call 205-2355.
.

~

GradersfTutors Wanted
A West County mathematics
and reading learning center
is hiring part-time graders/
tutors helping children ages
3 to 15. We offer competitive
salary, flexible schedule and
rewarding working environment. Interested candidates
please call 537-5522.
E-mail: jchan@fnmail.com

1999 Summer Internships
Now accepting applications.
RUn your own business.
Real world experience.
Visit www.collegepro.com or
call 1 (888) 277-7962
to learn more.

CHILO CARE
AIDES NEEDED
The Child Development
Center needs someone to
work from 10:30-3:30 on
Monday and Wednesday.
We are also taking applications for the next semester.
Contact Lynn Navin at 5165658 or stop by 130 SCCB.

JOBS ON CAMPUS!
The Current is now hiring
students for the following
paid positions:
• Photo Associate
• Proofreader/Copy Editor
• Business Associate
Volunteer writers/photographers also needed.
Call 516-6810 for more information. EOE

Math or computer science
majors - Chesterfield company seeking (graduates or
soon-to-be graduates) employees interested in pursuing a career in employee
benefits. We expect you to
be comfortable and quick
with numbers. Benefits and
training provided. Call Race
Simpson, Benefits of
Missouri @ 576-5880 cr fax
resume to 576-3757.

~ Northwest County YMCA

has part-time positions available for lifeguards and swim
instructors. Must be mature,
reliable and enjoy working
with people. Lifeguards must
have current certifications.
NW County YMCA is located
at 9116 Lackland Rd. or call
428-0840.

Seeking skilled childcare
for 9-year-old girl w/autism
and 7-year-old girl Mon.
evenings from 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
and one weekend day/mo.
$8/hr. to qualified provider.
Must be CPR/First Aid certified. Call Lori or Ron: 7736256.

Anyone interested in working
for the poor this Spring
Break? Please call Betty
Chitwood : 385-3455 (FULFILL) . .

FOR SALE - Kitchen table
and chairs, freezer, love
seat, twin bed and chest,
many other items. Call 7255382.

HOME: 2-bedroom home
within mile of UMSL.
Hardwood floors, garage,
basement, large kitchen and
updated bathroom. Deck
overlooks treed, private yard.
Newly painted. Walk to park,
Metrolink and UMSL.
$38,900. Lorie: 360-2275/
227-3400. Coldwell Banker
Residential Brokerage.

HOME: 3+ bedroom, 2 bath
brick home in Bel Nor w/ 2car garage . Walk to UM8L
and Metrolink. Newer tilt-in
windows, AC, furnace, water
heater, fireplace, bay window, DR, basement, covered
porch. $104,900. Lorie: 3602275/227-3400. Coldwell
Banker Residential
Brokerage.

1988 VW Fox station wagon,
2-door, high mileage but runs
well, reliable student transportation. Only $1000 obo.
For more info contact
Enrique at 367-1882.

1995 red Saturn SC2,
$9900, 50K miles, automatic,
pi, pw, sunroof, alloy wheels,
spoiler. Call 8tefanie at 7392788.

23" Road Bike, specialized
Cirrus Sport, 18-speed,
includes saddle bags, bike
rack, water bottle. Excellent
condition, used only a few
times. $175. Call Linda at
664-8710.

1986 Toyota Corolla, 5-dQor
liftback, 5-speed, aic,
127,500 miles. In good condition, one owner, all service
records available. $2700.
(Day) 516-6113, (Eve.) 5422042.

Computer for sale - 486
Multimedia CD-ROM, internal modem, all peripherals
included. Internet ready,
Windows 3.1 and much
more. $200. Call 725-9566;
pager: 419-9026.

STUDY GUIDES -' Half Off
Retail Pricesl Barron's EZ101 Statistics - $3.50,
Statistics the Easy Way - $6,
Hurricane Calculus - $10,
Cliffs Caiculus - $4, Math
Smart II - $6, College Outline
Series/Calculus - $6.50,
Chemistry the Easy Way $3. Call 994-0416 after 6:00
p.m.

St. Louis Effort for AIDS i&
offering support groups for
friends and family of people
affected by HIV, couples
affected by HIV and others.
For more information contact
Laurie Portell at 645-6451
ext. 215.

Anyone interested in
Alternative Spring Break call Betty Chitwood: 3853455.

current@jinx.umsl.edu
Graduating Seniors - Tired
of 8t. Louis? Relocate!
Sources of jobs, free/loW
cost training, how to relocate
and earn $200/day legally +
more, send $5 to: The
Persistence Pays Company, 11220 West Florissant,
Ste, 315, Florissant, MO
63033.

NEED PC HELP? Dialup/
software install, hardware
install, home/pick up. Call
852-1151.

Topline Nails Welcome!!
Grand Opening 4th location
specials. S. County: (314)
416-2222, S. City: (314) 83~1905. Student discount w/
this ad.

UM-$t. ~auU

dI~!999
q~/5-20
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The Homecoming Committee is looking for a few good

Volunteers!
•
•
•
•

SPRING BREAK
Cancun, Florida, Jamaica,
South Padre, Bahamas, etc.
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices.
Book Early and Save!! Earn
Money+Trips! Campus
Reps/Organizations Wanted.
Gall Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013
www.icpt.com

•

Help is needed in the following a reas:
Food Drive - collect food to donate to local charities.
Arresting Day - capture campus favorites and raise money for
important causes.
Dance - decorate a~d sell tickets for the big dance.
Communication - get the word out about all lhe fun to be had
during the week's,activities.
,
Booths - help sign up volunteers needed for all these committees,
sell tickets and help get the word out.

Call t he Student Activities office t o sign up.
(3 14)' 516-5291
Let them know you want to' be involved!

ABSOLUTE SPRING
BREAK ... "TAKE 2"
Organize a small group and
Earn 2 Free Trips & $$$$.
Hottest Destinations! Lowest
Prices! Fr: $99 'Free Drinks,
Eats & Parties!! ' Limited
offer * 1-800-426-7710.
www.sunsplashtours.com

SPRING BREAK '99
Cancun, Mazatlan or
Jamaica from $399. Reps
wanted! Sell 15 and travel
free! Lowest prices guaranteed! Info: Call 1-800-4468355 www.sunbreaks.com '

, Spring Break Specials!
Book Now & Receive a Free
Meal Plan!!! Cancun &
Jamaica $399, Bahamas
$459, Panama City $99.
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK - CANCUN.
Jamaica, Mazatlan, and .
South Padre. Save
$200/room until Dec. 15.
Don't book with anyone until
you call us - we SPANK the
competition. Call 1-800SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress .com

ACT NOW! CALL FOR
BEST SPRING BREAK
PRICES TO SOUTH PADRE
(FREE MEALS), CANCUN,
JAMAICA, KEY WEST,
PANAMA CITY. REPS
NEEDED ... TRAVEL
FREE, EARN CASH.
Group discounts for 6+.
www.leisuretours.com
(800) 838-8203

No concerts in town? We have something better every night.
Looking for that
special someone?
Place a Personals ad
in The Current - 516-5316.
Call today
and make a connection .

laser Ught Shows at the
Planetarjum .
. McDonnell
.
More colors. more lights & great 3D visual
~~ St. Louis
effects. And you won't. have to find a scalper
to get in. Cheap tickets with your' Student J.D.
For ticket information and show times for
Everest and Laser Light Shows, call 289-HIGH.

-

Science Center·

~

The Playground For Your Head'"
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Movie Review

~dam

Sandler fans will love 'The Waterboy'

The Waterboy
Rated: PG-13
Now Playing

'

someone who can tackle.
.
In order to play college football Bobby has to go to college but he had
not graduated from high school since he was home schooled. Coach
The Waterboy is a movie about a man, 31-year old Bobby Boucher Klein, played by Henry Winkler, makes up some phony transcripts so
(played by Adam Sandler), who was home-scho.o led and still lives with his Bobby can play. This was against Mama's wishes so Bobby went behind
overprotective mother, Mama Boucher .(Kathy Bates) on a Louisiana Mama's back and became an educated football star.
bayou.
To get the rest of the story you need to go see The Waterboy which is
His sale career is to bring water to all the football players on the best perhaps one of Sandler's most dramatic roles. Yes, it is a typical Sandler
university team in the league, the Cougars. This is a fitting title for this movie with slapstick comedy and f\.lll of outrageous scenes, but I think
aggressive team. Boucher (pronounced Booshay) has that job for many that this movie has a lot more drama in it then the typical Sandler comeyears until one day he gets fired by Coach Red Beaulieu erry Reed) . d y . This is perhaps Sandler's best performance. It is an extremely hilariOnce fired, Bobby starts looking for another waterboy job since he has ous movie mixed with just enough of a serious undertone of real life issues
no other skills. But he has no luck. One day Bobby goes to another col- to make it a worthwhile movie to blow your cash on and see at the theater.
If you are not an Adam Sandler fan then stay home and don't see it so
lege in Louisiana that has a grossly underfunded football team called the
Mud Dogs, which is another fitting name.
. that I don't have to hear you say how stupid you thought it was. It is not
Coach Klein of the Mud Dogs informs Bobby that the team has no intended to be an award winning movie, it is merely meant to be brain
money to pay him for his ·services but Bobby takes the job anyway.
candy. If you like:Adam Sandler, then·it is a must-see movie. ' Without the
One day Bobby Boucher tackles a team member and Coach Klein sees help of a magnificent cast this comedy would have been too cheesy to even
this raw talent of the waterboy.Coach Klein gets him a uniform and has rent for a dollar.
Bobby practice with the team immediately because they are in dire need of
-Todd Appel

a

,

Adam Sandler (right) and Henry Winkler in '.The Waterboy.'

Event Review

A thousand bottles of beer on the. wall. . .

Glass is half-full for KWMU's second annua beer tast ing
The lower level of Embassy Suites on Laclede's Landing was transformed
into a heaven on earth for beer lovers on Nov. 12.
That's where UM-St. Louis' own KWMU 90.7 FM hosted the Second
Annual International Beer Tasting event.
Participants walked in and were immediately handed a program and a
complimentary oversized shot glass. The glass was for the tasting, and the
program was cleverly designed so the tasters could check off each sampled
beverage.
And, boy, were the beverages abundant. The variety ranged from Very
light to very dark, and included ciders, ales, Stouts, porters, lagers, and
wheats. There were classics like Guinness and Bass, along with brand-new

brewslike Cobblestone Steam arid ,Golden Pilsner from the Morgan Street
Brewery.
. Tables had been set up along the perimeter of the banquet room, and each
had its own specialty. The groupings were Griesedieck Imports (a selection
of 10 different drinks), Major Brands (12), Morgan Street Brewery (3), '
Miller Brewing Company (5), Trailhead Brewing Company (4), Paramount
Liquor Company (15) and St. Louis Sales (5) .
There was also plenty of food available, and a table providing fresh, hot
coffee. (The cafe latte was very good.) Both were a very good idea with all
that consumption of alcoholic beverages happening. '
The samples were relatively small, usually about one-third of the glass,

dependiiIg on who poured it, but j~st the right size t~ get a good idea of the
flavor without getting toO filled up. Hence the word "tasting."
The turnout was large. There seemed to be a constant crowd at every
table. Fortunately the workers were fast, friendly and efficient so there was
rarely an empty glass in the house.
. '
.'
As if the mere idea of this beer tasting party were not enough, It benefIte'd a good cause as well. Food items were donated by the attendants to help
Operation Food Search.
.
If you didn't make it to this year's function, I hIghly recommend checking it out next time.

Concert Review

Teachers Needed

Orchestra gives flawless performance
Chamber Orchestra Kremlin
Sheldon Concert Hall
Concert Review - Classical
The words to describe the Chamber Orchestra
Kremlin's performance on Nov. 15 are sophisticated, touching, and flawless.
The Chamber Orch~stra Kremlin is one of
Russia's most talented chamber groups. It was
founded in 1991 by the very accomplished Misha
Rachleysky. Rachlevsky continues to conduct
the group and improve the quality of their performance. The group is composed of young musicians that have graduated from the Moscow
Conservatory and the Russian Academy of
Music.
Their performance on Sunday included
"Divertimento in F Major, K. 138" by Mozart,
"Verklaerte Nacht, Op. 4" by Schoenberg, and
the four movements of Tchaikovsky's "Serenade
for Strings, Op. 48." The performance was
received so well that it was followed by three
encore pIeces.
The opening piece was alight introduction to
. a fab~lous concert . Written in 1772, the
"Divertimento" is a light, bubbly piece that was
probably composed to be played at garden parties.
In the program notes, Rachlevsky said, "In most
cases I schedule this piece at the opening of the
concert - as if offering a glass of champagne when
guests arrive." .
The "Verklaerte Nacht" was probably the best
piece of the performance. The piece was fIrst created as a string sextet written in 1899. It is based
on a poem by the sam,etitie written
by Richard Dehmel. The poem is
about a man and woman walking
through the woods. The woman is
pregnant, but not by the man she
walks ".rith. After explainillg her grief
to the man, the man tells her that he
still accepts her and loves her. He
explains that the child she bears Will .
be his. The orchestra did an excellent
job of capturing every emotion of this
piece. It is a wonderful piece that
The
evokes beautiful visuals.
Chamber Orchestra Kremlin success-

Go abroad for Spring Break!

Earn ar:ademic credit!
P EOPLE TO PEOPLE INTERNATIONAL
h O\lbt Y A.~ NOUNCES '111(0 TRAVEl.JNG SEMIN.tt..R.S

Prague and Vienna in the
Nineties: The Imprint of
History and Culture
March 20 - 28, 1999
$2,056 including airfare*

The London Theatre Scene:
Roles People Play
March 21 - 28 . 1999
$2,100 including airfare*

fully accomplished this. T he crowd responded
with a standing ovation. Rar I)' does a crmvd
respond with a standing ovation in t)le middle of
a program. This p erforman ce de erved it.
The aSerenade for Strings" is one of
Tchaikovsky's best composi tions. It was one of
the few works that didn't undergo numerous revisions. The C ham ber O rch estra Kremlin's performance was the best performance of the
"Serenade" by an orchestra group in St. Louis. It
is no wonder that it was
followed by unstoppable
applause.
The group takes their
performances very seriously.
Rachlevsky,
wanting the "Verklaerte
N acht" to be p erfect,
actually started the piece
over again when the
beginning note was not
perfect. The Cha mber
Orchestra Kremlin has
been tourin g in the
United! States since Oct.
2 and it still had t'''O
three hour p ractices
before their performance
on N ov. 15. The orches- ,
tra maintains a very
extensive international
touring schedule. They

-Amy Lombardo

Neat kids, great facilities, super stoff
Flexible hours, days, evenings, weekends, good benefits

$7.00.$9.00 perhr.

were scheduled to leave the U. S. last week.
The orchestra's performance in St. Louis was
sponsored by University of Missouri - St. Louis
Premiere Performances held at the Sheldon
C oncert H all. It VlaS part of a tour of all four
University of MiSSDUri campuses (St. Louis,
Rolla, Kansas Ciry, and Columbia) . For more
information
on
upcoming
Premiere
Performances an d ticket call 516-5818.

Manchester

Chesterfield

5 3 2-4600

2 27- 1800

Clarkson Rd ., South of 40

Baxter & Manchester Rds.

-Stephanie M. Pl att

AUTO DRIVEAWAY
COMPANY
Pregnant?

•
•
•
•

Door to Door
60 Offices
Since 1952
Trucked or
Driveaway ,

• Insurance
beyond Federal
Requirements

1155 Fr ancis PI.

Lun. ch U Dinner!
se ed Daily.

726-2 886

Open 'til 3 A .M.
Every Night

Top 4 "GiUigan's Island" Episodes
(we'd like to have seen in the 70i s)
4) Tbe.uLook Skipper 1 f.ound some
more of those Funny Musbrooms"
episode=
3) The "Wow Professor, your. IMrs .I

Howell - will-be . . the-first-to-go -

, insane " theory was correct"
episode.
'2) Tbe lIelmon Marianne, we ARE
shipwrecked for Pete' s sake let
episode.
:I) Tbe "Ginger catches crabs in the
lagoon" episode.

.
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Tunes from the 7 0'S, 80's U 90's
' Z1 f:I u p
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